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De Lesseps was of an age now when the fires and
enthusiasms of youth begin to cool off, when independ-
ence is no longer an ideal. It is that age in the middle
thirties when a man really feels his need of another's
strength and sympathy, whether as a spur to ambition,
or simply to make his life worth living. It is a time
when the prolongation of his days, stored as they
are with travail and the cares of responsibility, seems
not to be so desirable, and the institution of marriage
reveals itself to him as the wise ordinance of an eternal
God. With the fusing of his being with the one
woman youth is regained, new hope enters, and con-
tinuation is justified. What has been burdensome now
becomes sacrificial since there is an altar on which to
lay the offering.
His happy marriage undoubtedly explains the
spontaneous cheerfulness with which De Lesseps was
able to meet the exceptional demands of his work.
The heart that was in his service was vitalised by his
home. This is proved by the letters of the devoted
couple to Mme. Delamalle.
" Your dear Agathe is a pearl among women," her
husband writes. " I do assure you that I have fully
appreciated her character and sense under the difficult
conditions where it was necessary for me to have all my
wits about me, and where I could by no means have
been assured of my freedom of action had I a wife
like most of those I see." And again. " She has borne
most heroically the trials which we have had to
undergo. I have admired her resignation and cheerful-
ness in circumstances where I have been forced to leave
her in order to carry out my duties which have exposed

